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About This Game

Experience the exciting day-to-day life of an US Police Officer in Criminal Pursuit Force. Being an honest Police Cop your job
is to arrest criminals, investigate crime scenes, or hunt down bank robbers in this open world game. While on city patrol duty

you have to record traffic accidents, search for stolen vehicles and engage in action-packed highway car chases. So! Get behind
the wheel of high tech police vehicles equipped with latest gadgets as well as functional cockpits and use the in-car-computer to

identify wanted suspects and stolen vehicles.
As an undercover cop you have to detect suspicious behaviors and prevent criminal operations. Stop and check citizens or cars
to enforce the law. Pay attention to fugitive suspects and chase them on foot or by car with lights flashing and sirens blaring.

Use authentic law enforcement equipment like tasers, radios and handcuffs to protect your city.
So! Get ready to Race into an action-packed story of pursuit and betrayal. Take on jobs and compete in police car chase races to

prove yourself as you infiltrate and take down an international crime syndicate.

Key Features:
 Play as an experienced day-to-day life U.S. Police Officer.

Experience nonstop action of hot pursuit, race, battle, and crash. Explore the city at your own pace with a massive variety of
things to do like; collecting rewards, taking down raid points throughout the open world.

Show your car driving skills. Pick a car jump into a nonstop playlist of competitive events in this open world game. Mark your
target and get to it as fast as you can. Show the world some insane speeds, spectacular crashes, aggressive driving and huge

drifts.
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Prove you’re the best police cop. Take down suspects with a variety of cop weapons like spike strips and call in extra support
including road blocks as the chase intensifies. Beware! As Racers have a range of evasion equipment at their disposal to

outsmart the cops including jammers that block cop communications and jam their weapons.
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Title: Criminal Pursuit Force
Genre: Action
Developer:
Bleeding Edge Studio
Publisher:
Bleeding Edge Studio
Release Date: 7 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista (Service Pack 2 and all available windows updates) 32-bit

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core (Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHZ or Althon X2 2.7 GHz)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 10.0 compatible with 1 GB RAM (NVIDIA GEFORCE 8, 9, 200, 300, 400 OR 500 series with NVIDIA
GEFORCE 8800 GT or higher performance)

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 20 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English
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Love the game, but wish they would finish it. i feel like its a dropped projext. still will recommend this if you want a couple
hours of fun.. To put it simply; I recommend this game, overall. Especially if you have people to do, preferably, local co-op.
There's not a staggering amount of variety in content, though, there's enough to have a blast with some friends.

The game really isn't meant to be played once. It's a rogue-lite in every sense of the lite.
A wonderful snack, or appetizer if you're a fancy-pants. Share it with friends and enjoy.
Snack on it here and there lest you tire of the same flavor.

I suppose... It's a lot of little ideas and ingredients put together to form something respectable.
The intent and idea are beautiful. The end result is good and rather creative, just pales in comparison to what could've been.

Basically it's pretty creative and actually a lot of fun,
in particular with other people to play with.
More collect-y and experimental folks will enjoy it,
though I'd say get it one sale since it's, personally,
not quite what I'd price it at.

(\/)
('.')
(_). Cute little game :)

. The Land of Pain truly captures the core of Lovecraftian horror. The lore is told through pages that are scattered around and
the protagonist's journal; moreover, the graphics are breathtaking and the soundtrack is tense and creepy. The only real
downside is that the game is kind of short and makes you want more. Hopefully, Alessandro Guzzo's next project will be as
interesting as this one and maybe a bit longer!. On the whole, this is not a bad game. The controls take a little getting used to, but
they're responsive. Level and boss design is very good, and the entire game feels very nice to play. If you liked N++, you'll
probably get a kick out of this.. It's kind of like theBlu ambient mode. There are 3 scenes (frozen wilderness, tropical island,
mountain) that you can visit during the day or night. You can teleport between 3 locations in each scene. There are ambient
sounds and events that occur.

Some things I liked to do (there's no plot, but these are kind of spoilers):

- sitting on a mountain cliff and looking out across the trees and water
- looking up at the aurora borealis and hearing nocturnal beasts in the distance
- chilling on the dock and watching tropical fish swim about

I agree with suggestions from others that there should be rock skipping (though I think rock interaction should be an option) and
more focus on things to look at while lying down. I also think amount of ambient events should be an option, so you can have a
more solitary or active experience.. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. mehhhh.... its okay, but has the WORST VOICE ACTING I
HAVE EVER SEEN A GAME.
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Still one of the most unique and amazing games I ever played when I was a kid. Lots of replayability and enjoyable combat and
story. Been playing since it came out years and years ago and I still come back to enjoy it all over again.. If you like
mellow\/relaxing instrumentals that make you feel calm\/sad, this soundtrack will be what you're looking for.. Though just a bit
too pricey for its kind in my opinion, it's one of the nicest RPGs I've seen on Steam, with nice character customization, a variety
of weapons, and a lot of nice menu options, such as making a sort of "aid" with your other characters to increase your stats and
defense.
The only con, is that after a while it feels repetitive, and as such, it's hard to really get through if you feel such. But another plus,
is that it always draws me back, and I always love playing it again, even if it's just a silly experience.
Naturally, the controls flow well, and make it enjoyable to do everything, and with every citizen on the island, you'll have some
nice dialogue, sometimes awkward, other times weird, but always nice.
And all the classes are nice too.. I loved the game, but could use some more maps and powerups<3. This genre of games is the
cancer of Steam.
This game looks like they hired an underpayed graphic designer to draw the environment and a couple of characters with few
facial expressions.
And then gave candy to a 5 year old girl to write the story.
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